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PCAF integrates iCARE in its
FY 2020 Planning and Budget
workshop

Special Assistant to the Secretary for PCAF Matters, Dr. Liza G. Battad presents the operable strategies of PCAF iCARE
during the workshop.

Before the year ends, selected
Philippine Council for Agriculture
and Fisheries (PCAF) employees
worked on the harmonization of
the new Innovative Consultation
on Agriculture and Fishery Policy
Reforms and Engagement (iCARE)
on the Agency Planning and Budget
Workshop for Fiscal Year (FY) 2020
on December 10 to 13, 2019 in San
Fernando, Pampanga.
The four-day workshop aimed
to identify strategic and appropriate
activities for effective implementations
of plan and budget for FY 2020, and
prepare and finalize PCAF’s Strategic
Plan for 2020-2025 anchored on
iCARE Operational Strategic Shift.
PCAF’s iCare aims to have a
client-oriented and strategic approach
that will contribute to the profitability,
competitiveness, and sustainability of
Agriculture and Fisheries sectors.

It is also focused on the operable
strategies in line with the Department
of Agriculture’s twin mandates of
‘Masaganang Ani, Mataas na Kita’ and
anchored on Secretary William Dar’s
eight paradigms of the new thinking
for the agriculture and fishery sector.
“Setting the direction is very
important, peaking on the scenario
of our budget for the year 2020,” said
Dr. Battad after the presentation of
the agency’s 2020 approved financial
allocation.
She also added that “we need
creative and operable suggestions and
comments, ideas because this is what
we need now.”
Five specific directions composed
the value creating strategic shift of
PCAF iCARE.
These include the commodity
value chain membership, reorientation on improving productivity
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GQMC
awards
PCAF
for ISO
9001:2015
certification
In relation to its conferment of an
ISO 9001:2015 Quality Management
System (QMS) accreditation a year
ago, the Philippine Council for
Agriculture and Fisheries (PCAF)
has been awarded a Certificate of
Recognition by the Government
Quality Management Committee
(GQMC) on October 24, 2019 during
the 7th Recognition Ceremony
Turn to page 3
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DA taps PCAF for Agribusiness
Summit 2019

The DA taps the services of
PCAF in the conduct of Sulong
Pilipinas Agribusiness Summit held
on December 17, 2019 at the SM
Convention Center in Davao City.
The summit, a collaboration
with the DA, the Department of
Finance (DOF) and the Department
of Trade and Industry (DTI), aimed
to gather insights from the industry
stakeholders and expected to come up
with actionable recommendations.
Led by the Special Assistant of the
Secretary for PCAF Matters Dr. Liza PCAF representatives assist and share their expertise on commodity-based issues and
G. Battad, the PCAF team facilitated concerns during the Sulong Pilipinas’ breakout sessions.
the plenary workshops and breakout
sessions of the summit together with address that “Agriculture remains fisheries, 5) coconut, 6) infrastructure,
assigned DOF rapporteurs.
a major backbone of the economy. technology and financing for
“Today’s agenda is an urgent one. Collectively, agriculture, fishery and industrialization and 7) farm
We know that our agricultural sector forestry account for P1.5 trillion or consolidation and clustering.
has been weak for decades. This has around 8 percent of our GDP and
Issues and challenges per
prevented the entire economy from agriculture employs some 10 million group were presented where the
accelerating to a full gallop,” said DOF Filipinos, or around one-fourth of the participants engaged in the table
Secretary Carlos Dominguez during country’s total workforce.”
discussion and proposed actionable
his welcome message.
After the keynote address, the first recommendations.
Sec. Dominguez also said that plenary workshop followed where
DA USec for Operations Engr.
“Sulong Pilipinas is a consultative USec. Vicerra discussed the overview Ariel T. Cayanan accepted the top
forum that keeps the government of the Philippine agriculture and its recommendations presented by the
in close touch with its citizens to current status. He also introduced participants.
crowdsource solutions. The outcome Secretary Dar’s ‘New Thinking’ for
“These recommendations will be
of this activity helped President the agriculture anchored on its eight presented to the Cabinet and seriously
Duterte’s administration to implement paradigms in achieving Masaganang considered for the inclusion in our
the zero-to-10-point socioeconomic ani, Mataas na Kita.
country’s strategy for agricultural
agenda.”
Each group had resource speakers development in the second half of this
On the other hand, DA and moderator who discussed the administration,” he said. JD (Visit
Undersecretary for Policy and following: 1) high value crops, 2) www.pcaf.da.gov.ph for full story)
Planning and Project Development poultry and livestock, 3) grains, 4)
Rodolfo Vicerra said in his keynote

PH Agri
Attachés
report FY
2019 Export,
Trade Devts
to PCAF-CIT
As observed annually, Philippine
Agricultural Attachés made their
return to the country as they provided
updates and relevant information
regarding Philippine agriculture
exports and trade during FY 2019
before
concerned
stakeholders
during the PCAF-Committee on
International Trade’s 4th Quarter
meeting for the year on December 17,
2019.
The meeting was participated by
agricultural diplomats assigned in
the United States of America, United
Arab Emirates, Thailand, South
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Philippine Agricultural Attaches assigned to different parts of the world share developments
and updates on the status of the country’s agri-fishery exports and trade for FY 2019 at the
PCAF-CIT.

Korea, Japan, China, Belgium, Italy,
and Switzerland.
The session provided the
opportunity for those coming from the
private sector and other government
programs to interact and discuss
matters in relation to the agriculture
and fishery business transactions of
the Philippines to that of the rest of
the global communities.
Among those reported by the
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agricultural attaches include trade
performance of Philippine agrifishery products and major agrifishery exports, as well as prospective
commodities for export.
Likewise, also discussed were
various areas of concern and issues
affecting agricultural trade such as
trade barriers imposed by importing
countries and the like. AE (Visit www.
pcaf.da.gov.ph for full story)

DA, PCAF organize 1st
National Rice Industry
Stakeholders Conference
PCAF collaborates with the
DA-Field Operations Service for
the conduct of the National Rice
Industry Stakeholders Conference on
November 25-26, 2019 in Iloilo City.
The conference was held in
response to the resolution of PCAFCommittee on Food Staples urging
the DA to hold an Annual Rice
Conference to provide platform
for the rice stakeholders in the
implementation of the rice roadmap.
Rice farmers’ cooperatives and
associations, key industry players
and other stakeholders from the
government and the private sector
participated in the conference with
the theme “Empowering Rice Farmers
Organizations Anchored on Value
Chain System.”
With the recent developments
facing the rice industry, the conference
served as a venue for the DA to align
its rice programs and interventions
with Secretary William Dar’s new
thinking for agriculture.
Unified, concrete and appropriate
policy
recommendations
and
program interventions on achieving
Masaganang Ani, Mataas na Kita

in the context of liberalized rice
trade are the expected outputs of the
conference.
DA Western Visayas Regional
Executive Director Remelyn Recoter
acknowledged
the
participants
and welcomed them to the City of
Iloilo dubbed as MICE –meetings,
investments, conferences, exhibits–
hub of the region.
Delivering the keynote address in
behalf of Sec. Dar, Assistant Secretary
for Operations Andrew Villacorta
emphasized the “buy local, eat local”
slogan urging everyone to support the
rice farmers and the industry.
ASEC Villacorta also presented the
objectives of the conference relative
to the DA’s twin goal of achieving
Masaganang Ani, Mataas na Kita for
the agriculture and fisheries sectors.
In his welcome remarks, Provincial
Agriculturist (PA) Dr. Ildefonso
Toledo,
representing
Governor
Arthur Defensor, Jr., presented the
Provincial Government of Iloilo’s
three priorities for agriculture –food
security, resiliency and social justice.
“We have a record low of rice
last October and actually warning

our farmers, but of course the
Governor cannot afford to leave them
alone,” emphasized by PA Toledo,
“so, immediately the Sangguniang
Panlalawigan responded positively
and they allocated Php100 million
to buy directly from rice farmers, of
course with the assistance accorded to
us by the National Food Authority.”
Then, the plenary session started
with Ralph Alan Ceniza of the DAField Programs Operational Planning
Division reporting the Philippine Rice
Situationer and the strategies of the
Philippine Rice Industry Roadmap.
Rounding up the morning’s
activity, DA-Field Operations Service
Director Engr. Roy Abaya gave
updates on the implementation of the
Rice Competitiveness Enhancement
Fund (RCEF).
Director
Abaya
reported
both the physical and financial
accomplishments of RCEF based
on its PhP10 billion component
that includes mechanization, seeds
development, extension and credit.
The participants were then given
time to raise questions, present issues,
Turn to page 6

GQMC awards PCAF..
from page 1

and Public Sector Quality and
Productivity Improvement Forum in
Pasay City.
The GQMC serves as the policymaking body of the Government
Quality Management Program,
in which it aims to enhance client
satisfaction and public sector
productivity through governmentwide quality improvement.
Aside from PCAF, fellow DA
attached agencies Bureau of Fisheries
and Aquatic Resources and Fertilizer
Pesticide Authority were also given
recognition as QMS-certified offices.
Other awardees include those from
Government-Owned and Controlled
Corporations, Local Government
Units and State Universities and
Colleges.
Supplementing the activity are
two forums that discussed FutureReady QMS through Management
System
Standards
Integration
and Improvement, and FutureReady QMS through Emerging
Technologies and Citizen-Centered
Improvements, respectively. AE

PCAF Exec. Dir. Sarah Gutierrez-Cayona (center) receives the GQMC Certificate of
Recognition from GQMC Chairperson and Department of Budget and Management
Acting Secretary Wendel Avisado (4th from left) at the 7th Recognition Ceremony and
Public Sector Quality and Productivity Improvement Forum.
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A F C Da y
re c o g n i ze s
vo l u n tee r l eade rs ,
s h a re s g o o d
p rac t i ces
To build a strong camaraderie
among its members, the Agricultural
and Fishery Councils (AFCs) gathered
together through an AFC Day to
celebrate notable contributions and
discuss good practices that would
improve the operations of the Council.
The AFCs in Caraga Region
celebrated its first Caraga-Wide-cumOperational Meeting on October 28
to 29, 2019 in Butuan City, while the
AFC in Ilocos Region conducted it on
September 19 to 20, 2019 in Ilocos Sur.
Here are some of the highlights of
the two AFC Days:
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AFCs, NSSCCs participate
in 2019 National Food
Security Summit
As an expression of support to
the Department of Agriculture’s twin
objectives of Masaganang Ani, Mataas
na Kita, members of the National
Sectoral and Strategic Concerns
Committees (NSSCCs), and various
Agricultural and Fishery Councils
(AFCs) were in attendance during the
2019 National Food Security Summit
on October 29-30, 2019 at the Land
Bank of the Philippines in Malate,
Manila.
The event, which was also attended
by officials and staff from various DA
Operating Units coming from the
Central Office, and attached agencies
and bureaus, seeks to harmonize
national and local government
efforts and private sector initiatives
in attaining the Department’s vision
of a food secure Philippines with
prosperous farmers and fisherfolk.
In his message during the event,
Agriculture Secretary William Dar
emphasized the pivotal role of the
private sector in propagating agrifishery industries in the country,
especially in terms of providing
assistance to the small farmers and
fisherfolk.
“We will continue to support
them as well as provide them with
the environment in which they
will be paired and assisted by big
businesses, as they say, the social
entrepreneurship, and heart and mind
to assist the small farmers. Let us tap
big businesses na may puso sa mga
maliliit,” said the Agriculture chief.
The
NSSCC
and
AFC
representatives actively participated
during the breakout workshop
sessions, in which topics ranging
from Strategies to Maximize the

Throughout the Breakout Workshop Sessions of the 2019 National Food Security
Summit on October 30, 2019, such as for Coconut/Copra Prices, both AFC and NSSCC
members provided inputs in addressing issues and concerns regarding the agri-fishery
sector and food security in the country.

Coordination
of
Sub-Programs
under the Rice Competitiveness
Enhancement Fund (RCEF), Crisis
Management of Livestock/African
Swine Fever, Crisis Management
of Fall Army Worm, Strategies and
Interventions on Coconut/Copra
Prices, Agri-Fishery Clustering and
Consolidation, and Province-led
Agriculture and Fishery Extension
Services (PAFES) were deliberated
upon by stakeholders from the
National Government, LGUs, and the
private sector.
Each session was presided by a
resource person from the DA and its
Attached Agencies/Bureaus who has
a field of expertise in the respective
subject-matter.
Upon
consolidation
and
processing of solicited inputs per

workshop, these were then presented
to the plenary which counted in
the audience several Local Chief
Executives (LCEs) and DA Officials
including Secretary Dar himself.
Discussed were the various issues
concerning the above-mentioned
topics, concrete measures, and the
interventions coming from the
Department and its Operating Units,
as well as commitments from the
respective Local Government Units
(LGUs) on how to address such.
In closing, Secretary Dar
emphasized on forging strong linkages
with the private sector in developing
the local agriculture and fishery
industry, and in the process, help
the farmers and fisherfolk become
contributors
to
socio-economic
growth.

each strategic direction.
During the agency’s planning and
budgeting workshop for FY 2020,
innovative strategies and appropriate
activities for effective implementation
of the plan were identified by the four
thematic groups.
Also, an estimated budget and
other financial requirements of each
activities and programs were prepared
by the four groups based on the
approved financial allocations of the
agency.

Selected
PCAF
employees
composed the four thematic groups
which are 1) Review Manual of
Operation,
Revise
Membership
Qualification
and
Partnership
Development,
2)
Repackage
Consultation Service and its Outputs
and Special Project Development, 3)
Revitalize Monitoring, Traceability
and Feedback Service System, and 4)
Rediscuss MFO Anatomy Aligned
w/ Value for Money & Operational
Interface System JD

Turn to page 7

PCAF integrates iCARE..
from page 1

and profitability, A&F action-oriented
policy service and delivery, fostering
functional Advisory Special Bodies
(ASBs) links and result-based
organizational development.
Refocusing
the
agency’s
programs and recalibrating its plans
and activities that contribute in
accomplishing PCAF’s major final
output (MFO) were highlighted by
Dr. Battad through the introduction
of commitments and specific goals of
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DA, PCAF organize...
from page 3

and suggest recommendations that
could be part of the conference’s
workshop inputs.
Afterwhich, Special Assistant
to the Secretary for PCAF Matters
Dr. Liza Battad presented the
workshop mechanics and introduced
the facilitators, resource persons
and panelists of the seven parallel
workshops.
These workshops, documented
by selected staff from PCAF and the
Philippine Rice Research Institute,
focused on the following topics:
1. Modernizing the Local Rice
Seed Industry
2. Competitiveness
and
Sustainability of Local Rice Production
through Clustering, Infrastructure
Development and Mechanization
3. Access and Availability of
Agricultural Inputs, Credit, and
Insurance for Farmers to Increase
Productivity and Profitability
4. Rural Advisory Services and
Rice Technology Promotion and
Transfer
5. Crop
and
Income
Diversification
among
Farmers’
Cooperatives and Associations
6. Cooperative
Building,
Innovative Marketing and Truthful
Labeling
7. Roles
of
Stakeholders
Specially Women in Pursuing
Climate-Resilient Agriculture
Workshop outputs were presented
on the second day of the conference

Special Assistant to the Secretary for PCAF Dr Liza Battad (center) discusses the
workshop mechanics to the facilitators, resource persons and documenters.

wherein each group identified
issues, gaps or challenges, proposed
interventions for the government
and private sectors and policy
recommendations.
The issues and challenges being
identified were anchored on the value
chain system; from input supply,
production, postharvest processing,
marketing
and
distribution,
consumption and even cross-cutting
issues and concerns.
Undersecretary for Operations
Engr. Ariel T. Cayanan, who served as
the DA Officer-in-Charge responded
after the presentation of outputs.
“Hindi ko na po iisa-isahin yung
mga anggulo, yung mga topics na

na-discuss kasi I strongly believe that
they are worthwhile and not only to
be considered as they will be integral
form of our considerations on how the
Secretary will come up with thrusts
and directions,” said USEC Cayanan.
He also added, “At pagkatapos
po nating ma-process in the form of
policy, we will see to it that we will
inform you for the feedback kung ano
po yung eksaktong gagawin natin.”
Cayanan ended the conference by
assuring the participants that “PCAF
in particular and the stakeholders
in general, will not cease in crafting
important policies for the agriculture
department.” JD

Stage play, forum...
from page 8

repeal discriminating provisions of
existing laws.
“Not only that, the PCW also
advocates for the formulation and
passage of new laws that would
promote women’s empowerment and
gender equality,” explained Orcilla
before presenting the list of proposed
WPLA.
On the other hand, PCW’s Senior
GAD Specialist Silayan Kintanar
updated the participants on the
Beijing Declaration and Platform
for Action or BPfA+25 Philippine
Progress report to be submitted to the
United Nations (UN) Women and UN
Regional Commission.
Afterward, CSC’s Senior Human
Resource Specialist Vincent Niño
Fabella oriented the participants
on the Implementing Rules and
Regulations of the Republic Act No.
11210 or the Expanded Maternity
Leave Act.
Before closing the forum, DA
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PCW GAD Specialist Armando Orcilla presents the proposed WPLA during the GAD
forum.

GAD FPS Coordinator Lorna Villegas
presented the draft DA GAD Agenda
for the year 2020-2023 that would
serve as reference for its bureaus and
attached agencies in mainstreaming
GAD activities.
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PCAF GAD FPS Chairperson
Julieta Opulencia concluded the
activity by thanking all participants
for their cooperation and support to
the agency’s activities. JD

PCAF
personnel
undergoes
Auditing
QMS
Training
Coming off the heels of a
successful surveillance audit in which
the agency passed with flying colors,
selected employees of PCAF took
part in a three-day training course
for Auditing ISO 9001:2015 QMS on
October 22-25, 2019 in Quezon City.
Conducted by a team from
the Development Academy of the
Philippines (DAP) led by resource
person Eden Arago, the training sought
to further develop the participants’
knowledge and understanding of the
concepts, principles, techniques and
practices of performing an effective
internal audit in accordance with ISO
19011:2018.
Also supplementing said training
is the review of the ISO 9001:2008, and

PCAF selected employees answer the 15-minute pre-test facilitated by a DAP resource
person.

how they are applied in the context of
an internal audit, thus improving the
conduct of the activity.
Utilizing a variety of methods
ranging from Interactive Lectures,
Discussions, Workshops and Group
Presentations, the Training Activity
also saw the participants engaging in
a mock Audit activity in which they
were paired by office in inspecting
and auditing their respective assigned

PCAF Operating Unit.
Just like in the actual process, they
were made to list their observations
and recommend the necessary action
in addressing deficiencies. These were
later presented before the body as part
of the culminating session.
Prior to this training, the DAP also
conducted an Orientation meeting
on ISO 9001:2015 QMS to serve as a
refresher for the participants. AE

AFCs, NSSCCs participate...
from page 5

AFC and NSSCC members participate in the Breakout Workshop Session for the Rice Competitiveness Enhancement Fund (RCEF) of the
2019 National Food Security Summit on October 30, 2019.

“All of us should have a new
mindset to develop Philippine
agriculture. I have been championing
since Day 1 at the DA that we
should have partnerships with the
private sector, business sector, all

stakeholders. If everyone is in the
same page, then after this summit, rest
assured that we are there at enhancing
productivity and increasing incomes
of Farmers and Fisherfolk,” concludes
Secretary Dar.

With that in mind, it is expected
that the AFCs and NSSCCs will play
a vital role in helping “steer” the
sector to move forward and empower
the country’s agri-fishery workers
through crafting of the necessary
policy recommendations. AE
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Stage play, forum on
gender equality highlights
GAD campaign
Two gender-responsive activities
were organized by the Gender and
Development Focal Point System
(GAD FPS) of PCAF in Quezon City
on October 18 and 21, 2019.
These activities, a theater play
on mental health and bullying and
a forum on gender equality, were
in line with the initiatives of PCAF
in mainstreaming gender and
development in the agency.
On the first day, the play entitled
“Weight of Words” was screened in
two separate groups.
It was conceptualized and
performed by Abner Delina Jr. of
the children’s show Batibot and
exclusively distributed by the Black
Canvas Productions, Inc.
The play, a solo devised theater
performance,
rediscovered
the
power of words and tackled themes
on mental health and bullying and
explored how words can renew hope,
destroy, or inspire people.
After the screening, a talkback
followed. PCAF officials and staff
and the invited guests from the
Department of Agriculture (DA)
GAD FPS shared their personal
experiences, learnings, reactions and
reflections to Delina and Rowella Jane
Lopera, the production team’s guest
psychometrician.
“The best thing that we can do to
help individuals with mental health
issues or suffering from bullying is to
allow them to share their problem and
to listen without judgement,” pointed
out by Lopera.

The production team and selected members of PCAF GAD FPS initiate talkback with PCAF
employees to share their reactions and insights of the play.

“Maraming salamat po sa ating
lahat at naging matagumpay po ang
kakaibang activity na ito. Napakaganda
po at talagang nakaka-relate ako dun sa
mga eksena,” said by PCAF Executive
Director Sarah Gutierrez-Cayona.
Few days after, women leaders and
members of the National Sectoral and
Strategic Concerns Committees and
representatives from the DA GAD
FPS were invited to a forum on gender
and equality.
Resource persons from the
Philippine Commission on Women
(PCW) and the Civil Service

Commission (CSC) were invited to
discussed GAD-related matters, issues
and concerns.
PCW’s Gender Equality and
Women’s Empowerment Plan 20192025 was presented through an
audio-video presentation. Meanwhile,
PCW’s GAD Specialist Armando
Orcilla reported the Women’s Priority
Legislative Agenda (WPLA) for the
18th Congress of the Philippines. Ten
sets of WPLA were crafted by PCW
for submission to the 18th congress.
These agenda will be lobbied to the
lawmakers and will seek to amend or
Turn to page 6
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